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RATIONALE AND S ECIFICATIONS FOR A PROTOTYPE, GROUP-ADMIRITERED-;.
OF-UNIT ASSESS i NT INSTRUMENT FOR THE SWRL READING PROGRAM

Msahito/bkada and Ronald Besel
./

./End=of-u
l"
ing on progr

t, a.s4essment instruments designed to assess pupil learn-

outcomes are a critical camponent'of the ,SWRL Reading

.
,_

Programt, These assessment instruments, or Criterion Exercises, have
.

i

.

as their... priMary purpose
\

the estimation of the extent to which individuate

.

pupils have attained or retained the intended learning outcomes of a
-1,:

particular segment of instruction in the SWRL Reading ProgriM. This

informq:ion ,provides a basis upon which teachers can prescribe needed

supplem`entary instruction. The Criterion Exercises provide separate,

scOre§ for each learning outcome. Each outcome assessed on the unit

Criterion Exercise is keyed to materils and activities included or

described in the program. Secondarily, Criterion Exercise scores provide

valuable information to the teacher on the effectiveness of instruc-
1:

tional procedures and data which can be used to pace the rate at which

groups or Individuals proceed through the program.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR END-OF-UNIT ASSESSMENTqNSTRUMENTS

In order to effect the p4;1-3oses described above, it is essential

that Criterion Exercises conform to the following criteria:

Proxide Content -Valid Information

The primary objective of the Criterion
, -

orihd.extent to which individual pupils h Sachieved the intended

''' '

rcises is the estimation

learning ,outcomes for a particular segmentOfnstruction. Content
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validity is a prime consideration. It is determined by the extent to
. /

which the sample of test4itims i representative of the population of

items comprising a unit of stu' Explicit statements of instructional,

. -/ 0

objectives, the content or m terial covered, and AhliOling procedures,

iealployed in the selection f test items are necessaiy factors in estab-

I

/ lishing content validity.

Provide Data which R- ates DireEte to Pro ram Instruction and Materials

In order _to m imize the confounding effects which may result due

to the use of no 1 item forms, test items should relate directly to

instructional aterreqs and procedures, used in the program. If item

. - .
forms whith ave not beeri employed in other program materials and

activities are used in e* assessment instruments, empirical probes

should be conducted to establish the degree of correspondence between

the two types of item forms:;.

Provide Data which Relates Relevantly to Instructional Decision-Making

If time and costs taken fpr
,

assessment ISUrposes,are to be justi-

fied, then it s essential tii,at the data provided by the Criterion-
,

Exercises effect instructional depision-making...This would involve'

such decisions as remediation, pacing and future instruction, 'etc.

Provide Data on Manageable Instructional SegMents

Since supplemental instrucion is one o/f the primay reasons underlying

'regular assessment practices, it is essential that the dome of con'tent
tk.

represented on the Criterion Exercises be Of manageable proportions' in

respect tp such instruction. If the contentiokomain is either too large or
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too small, supplemental instruction becomes cumbersome snd pr tedious.

L

Provide Data on the Achievement of Individual Pupils

Although teachers may elect to manage instruction on a gro p basis,

Criterion Exercises should be designed to provide information on individual

pupils. The advantage of the former,is simplicity. The disadvantage is

1

a lost in precision regarding instructional decisions to match with-

in group variability.. Criterion Exercises which provide profiles on

individual pupi{s will,permit teachers to determine the instruction

needs of individual pupils as well asgroUps. As an example, a teacher

could either provide additional practice for only those pupils who

demonstrate "Unsatisfactory" performance on a particular skill or could

elect to reteach the skill to the whole group of pupils. The latter

practice would presume that groups of pupils were relatively homogeneo

with respect to achievement.

DEFINITION OF SAMPLING DOMAINS AND.SAMPLING-PROCEDURES

Program outcomes exclusive of Comprehension Skills have been

explicitly defined in terms of specific instructional objectives a

content (Scott, 1972). Major outcome areas in Block 1 of the pro 8M

are Letter Naming, Letter SoUnds and Blending, Storybook Words a

Comprehension.

Letter Naming

e

Upper and loWer.case-letter names are taught in Units L) and

2 (M-Z) of Block 1. Four letters were randomly selected wit ut

replacement from the content of each of these units. Two r= domly 41

5
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selected letters were capitalized. Using the same procedure, four 3

letters were selected to test for the retention of letter-naming skills
.

in Units 3-5 of Block 1. In Unit 3 the sampling domain was limited to

the content of Unit 1. In Unit 4 the sampling domain was limited to

the content of Unit 2. The sampling domain for Unit 5'was restricted to

letters which are known to be frequently'confused with at least one

other letter. Included were the contrasting letters b,d, p,q; M,N; and

s,z.

Storybook Words

The sampling domain for Storybook Words consisted of all the sight

and decodablA, ?torybook Words included in a unit of instruction (Scott,

1972). No distinction was made between sight and decodable words for the

following reason

1. Except in. the case of Units l,aned 2 of Block 1, wherein
all words are sight words, there are an insufficient
number of sight words to justify a separate section on
the Criterion Exercises in Blocks 1 and 2. The maximum
number of Sight words exclusive'of Units 1 and 2 in

-Block 1 is 3 (Unit 4). The max mum number of sight'

words in. a single unit_ofitto'clk 2 i4:- 3lie mean
number of sight ords in B)4cks 1 & 2 exclusive of

Units 1 and 2 of 'lock 1 is 2.1.

2. It is expected that pupils will have.sight recognition,

3
capabilities for all Storybook Words at the time of

testing.

3. There are,no sight words in Unit 3 of Block 1 and Unit

5 of Block 2. Thi situation occurs in three units of

Block '3 (Units 2, ,5).

4. Testing; scoring recording and remediation require-

ments would be u necessarily increased. .

Begin'ning with Uni 2 of Block 1, the Criterion Exercises
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111 incorporate a review section whiCh tests for the retention of Storybook

Wordaught in the preceding unit. An approximately proportionate

sample (four in Block 1 and six in Block 2) of sight and decodable

SCoryhook Words was randomly selected for testing in each Unit Criterion

,Exercise. The remaining Storybook Words comprised the pool ffom which

review words were selected in the following unit, If there were an

insufficient number of words for review-testing, words which had been

used on the previous Criterion Exercises were reused. In every case

excepting Units 5 of,Blocks 1 and 2; all Storybook Words were tested

as either a new or review word. The sampling domain for Review-testing

was limited_to the content of the preceding unit a,order to simplify
'4.

remedial procedures. The Storybook Words.section of, 011e.previous

,,,\

unit is recommended for remedial instruction. A widerLsampUng plan

would require more complex. and timerconsuming procedures for second-

instruction.

Letter Sounds and Blending

)4.'

r.71 There are two major skills that contribute to the ability to

V
4.)/ /

. XleW.Words: pronoupaing the correct sound for a given word element
-4- 4qn- ,,

(lette'goUdds); and sounding out twor more phoneMes as a continuous
s...e

speech sound ,('blending).

Both of these skills are tested in the_Letter Sounds and Blending

section of the Criterion Exercises. Pupils pare asked to decode novel

words composed of previously taught word elements. "Previously taught

word elements" are defined in terms of initial consonants, consonant

digraphs or consonant blends, and word endings or phonograms usually'
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consisting of a vowel or a vowel digraph combined with a consonant,

consonant blend or consonant digraph which has been previously taught

in the program. Scott (1972) presents a comprehensive listing of these

beginning and ending, word elements.

The "sampling domain" for the Letter Sounds and Blending section

of the Criterion Exercises is a subset of the words listed in the

Berdiansky, et. al., (1971), lexicon. The lexicon was based on single.

sounds. As such, it was not constrained as to word length, articulatory

complexity, or high-frequency spelling sequences. Koehler (1972)tin

accord with Gibson (1968), suggested that word-attack instruction and

evaluation in the SWRI, Reading Program"...be organized to give emphasis

.to thelYnthetic approach in the earlier lessons and todecoding with

the use of f quently occurring spelling patterns (e.g., sp and ell

for spell) in the later lessons."' The implication of employing fre-

quentlyoecurring spelling patterns as an instructional unit is that

only that subset of words in the lexicon that is Consistent with the

sequence of word elements described by Scott (1972) is appropriate '

for word-attack rhstruction and evaluation. A further restriction of

the lexicon for evaluation purposes is that the sampling domain is

UR to words which\,re not employed in other program materials.

Since:decoding novel words requires considerable training (Marsh

& Mineo, 1971; Sullivan, et. al., 1971; OkadA and Sullivan, 1971), it

wouldbe optimistic, to expect that most kindergarten pupils could

acquird the transfer skills required to decode the total set of words

as sequenced in the lexicon. By limiting the lexicon, pupils will be

Z
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tested on a more appropriate domain of items, one4forwhich adequate

pracUicv can be prescribed,

In Rlocks 1 and 2, four.and six novel words, respectively, were

selected as 'stimuli for, each unit Crite4on Exercise. The test items

were selected from the subset of items which conform to the restric-

tions described above as appliedAio the lexic'on. Items were selected

to maximize the number,of the current unit's word elements represented

on the test.,

Consideration was given to the possibility of including a review

section on the Criterion Exercises to test Letter Sounds and Blending

skills taught in the preceding unit. This procedure is not recommended

' for the followirig reasons:

1. Sipce word-attack instruction, and evaluation build on
previoUsly taught content and skills, each unit inher-

ently reviews a' portion of previous learning.

2. Since the majority of the words employed in the program
storybooks conform to the same sequence of elements
taught as a part of word-attack instruction, there is
considerable redundancy of elements between the Story-'
book Words and the Letter Soundg and Blending section

of the Criterion Exercises. The exact correspondence
between word-attack and Storybook Word elements
insures that previously taught word elements are
reviewed, comprehensively in the storybook-related
activities as well as in word-attack instruction.

Sentence Comozehension

Fiege-Kollman (1972) described the structure and ordering of

language in the kindergarten,levelof the program as represented by

the storybooks in Blocks 1 & 2. The lexicon and the surface structures

of the sentences used in the stories were classified in terms of types
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of elements and functions. Tcie sampling domain to assess sentence

compreherion skills,consided of the new structures appearing in the

stories contained ip'a unit of study as identified by Fiege-1(ollman

(197V:

Four sentences were selected to assess sentence proceSting skills

from each unit of instruction. The selection of.patterns was based on

a judgment of the extent to which the sentences reflected the actual

language patterns of kindergarten children ,

ITEM CONSTRUCTION

/ Letter Names ,

The test task requires pupils to identify'and mark,the stimulus

letter, from among a set of four letters. Three distractors were chosen

randomly from the pool of all letter names 'already covered in instruction.

Thirteen letters comprised the pool for Unit 1. For succeeding units 4:

five letters were eligible distractors for each itdM. Distractors

were capitalized with probability For Unit 5, at least ale minimal

'contrast distractor was selected for each item.

Storybook Words and Letter Sounds and Blending

Pupils will be required to identify and mark the stimulus word from

within a set of four similar words. The content of the test items was

selected according to a facet design. The content of a teat item is

assumed. to have two aspects: the stimulus and the respOnse.options.

A facet is defined to be a charicteristic on which the stimulus and an

option can be evaluated and Compared. A facet structure-is a sym bolic
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representation ofthe facets chosen. For a selected response word-

, recognition or word-attack test, a facet structure for the word "hat"

4

could be C-V-C.' The three'fatets are named: -"initiilfconsonant
J.

sound," "medial'vowel sound" and "fir41'consonant sound." A facet

design is a specification of the desired p t rps of similarity betwegn

distractors and stimuli accompanied withksubstitution rules for when a

desired distractor is'non-existent.
I

Similarity between a stimulus and its distractors can be approxi-

mated ae a vector of dichotomous variablei (Besel,1,972a). For the

stimulus "hat," the distractOr "sat" would be :symbolized as 011 (dissimilar.
.

for the first facet and identiballfor the second and third facets), The'

-

three types of "high similarity" distractors for a C-V-C structure will

be named: 011--initial consonant distractor; 101--medial vowel

tractor; and 116final consonant distractor. A subordinate distractor

is one which is dissimilar for one additional facet. For example 001
I

and 010 are subordinate to a 011 distr ctor but 100 is not. A second-

order subsIrdinate distractor is ilar'for two adclitiondl facets.

For a threarfacet structure, 000 includes all ilecond-order subordinate

distractors.

Facet-designed tests have ia desirable features not possessed by

Jess aystema4ically designed tests. First, .by controlling the permissible

types of similarity between distractors' and stimuli, a reduction of

variation in test results due to undesired factors can be achieved. This

may enable construction of tests of shorter length than usual'with the

desired degrise of reliability andjalidity (Guttman and Schlesinger,

1967). Secondly, it is possibleto obtain differential scoring of

1
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C

10

students on the types of wrong answers to which they are attracted.

Thf's increases the possibilities of using the tpst for'diagnostic and

,,remqdini, purposes (Guttman and Schlesinger; 19o7) . Steps requfted to
.!.

evaluate the usefulness of error scores for diagnosis and randiation .

are outlined in another `paper' (Besel, 1972b).e

- 6

.,Similar .facet designs were'used_for-three.of the outcomes' which are
.,/

assessed by the Block l'and 2 Criterion Exercises. The sampling domains

for disAsstors-include the domains and ovSrlap as follows:

' New'Words Distractors: ali'program words, cumulatpre to

the current unit; includes all storybook words and'word-

attack instruction words. .
.

41).

Review Words Distractors:
.

distractors..

UordrAttack Distractors:
for storybook words. 1.

same domains as new words

all decodabli words except

41,

Alf of the stimuli for the Newords. ReviewMords and Word-Attack'

.r

.. .
, .

' outcomes were conceptualized as having a C-V-C structure. The special
.. r w

cases ilf C-V and V-C words can be subsumed under a C-V-C structure by

assuming a silent beginning or ending eignent. COnsonant blendp are '

treated as a lingre word element.
. ,

The facet designs all specify the selection of three "high'"imilarity"

distractors, one fromvch of he three feasible classes. For Newand
3

Review Words, the pool of storybook words was first searched for eligible
.

distractors of the three classes 011* 101 and 11Q. If one or more of

'these desied distractor,types did not exist, the pool of word-attack,

instruction words was searched. A subordinate distractor was employed

with priority again given to storybook wordd, if the second search failed.

, r ' .
4

tl 4
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Fqr Word-Attack Words,,similar procedures were followed; with Jinohl"

words used. in none of the.program materials' given priority, over words "

used in word-attack instruction. If it Was necessary to pick two or,

three subordinate distractors fdt an item, an additional restriction was
, .

imposed: twoAistractors-Tram the same class Were not permitted within

,' an item. /
C

, , ,

Two additional specifications for words containing-consonant blends

were adhered tot. Where a dissimilarity'in distractor was desired

(e.g.; Ehe final consonant sound. 'for a 110 distractor) adonsonant

blend containing a "similar" consonant sounwas not permitted._ For

example, "ram'.; would not-be permitted as addistractor for "ramp." A

.word like " would be employed instead. If, on the other hand, a

. -

subordinate distractor was selected for some stimulus, a word containing

. ,

such a consonant-consonant blend similarity waspreferred. For example,

no 101 distracter for "mill" exists; "melt" would be preferred over

such 100 distractors as "met" Or'001 dietractOrs as "well."

`Analysis of the BRP'Word-Attack Tept revealed a prediQtable

tendency for;-kindergarten students.tp pick the first option. Since, such

response bias wild significantly degrade the' interpretation of error

scores., the or11041tWresponSe positions was selected Systematically

to cancel rit-positAlin effects. The :correct response and 'the three

P .A

A

claoses of distractors for 'four consecutive items were arrayed as a

4.

4x4 Latin square, Each get of four items employed a different randomly
.

Selected Latin square to avoid the possOility of adetectable pattern

113k right-answerepositions.

S..' S
I

6
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Sentence Comprehension

...11

,

4 tte 0

be1.1--;..!**067-7.
NB "**

t.

The purpose of the Sentence Comprehension section of the Criterlowl...

,"
.3

Exercises is the assessment of sentence processing skillsbrequireg fir'
",-.1'.' .:...._-' 7'

. . 1
pupils to -comprehend the stories in a given unit of instruttiop._!E46 7

'.
S.: ,

.,f, .:. ..', ..;

syntactic structure selected for the°6riterion Exercises wg0, .transfoimed
.t,--, ,

1 -1.
into a modified cloze test item by deleting a single word, Pupiti are

.

e. -- '4' . r / 0', ',,' 1 .
, N...

asked to select the correct word. from an array of three eilterhat.e words.

.

Whenever possible, one of the incorrect altetnatives was *word of the

-,'

same class. The'completed sentence is an exemp4.of a hewly introduced'
. ...

, . .

syntactical structure.. In order to minimize the,effetts Of decoding
. . ... , ..-

.

skills,, teachers are asked to provide any words which tie pupils capnot
....- ,-

read. .

. ,' .

The class of word6 deleted from-each sentence was varied, and .roughly
I ,

r

%., .

apprOximated the proportion'of the OriOus classes of words- included.ih

the storybooks in Blocks T be, 2.; Only storybook words employed in

the construction of the test items. The modified. assess A
/: ,..1

:40
.

j ...
sampling of the'semaatic anrsyntactic competencies' teAUired 'to read.

/ , '.'
/ /

,

the program stories in a form which closely pare gels thegeading teak.

1 4,
/ ..'

Possible remedial, procedures for this section ot;theteat4nclude"
. . ,.,

'.I,, ,.

ulary devellment activities and sentence pattern. 14.
.. . ,

i , ,- ,,

, . :, ,

t

qlsION PROCEDURES TO WIPPECTED

W:1W4 fixedl

of the CritericAl 4:dar4ises. Teacher wilIbe encoura

;

_

Exercise scores:#11,the basis for decisions to adMitlister supplementary

instruction. For;iAterpraqing test adores, recoilmendat ons w41 be.
c

, ,

I levels' will be'sPecified for th "initial usage
4>

to use Criterion

b

' I
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S.
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.

d
_based on_SWR,L.-bikpe-rien:cA

-

. - 't
, .t.

. - . ,- ; e t ' ; 7 'rr.;- . t .T .- d
Wi .BRP.f 141/4 the -1...4./rninga Mas,toty

"t t -'-''..:
. - " . - - . - ' 1

. SylrearrsT kiPeettlie `tt-Tit have- ald'at !,b,u 1:*"

- .

/
7 41- I ,

. A
i

,' to-use. group-oriented supplementary. tnstIrpetl.
""

employ-Practice more -w4terstveiy, Other teachdrs2may wAls.11

- .
,

<-1:4
..

- ".---
- _providerr- Qcher-s materiali-anci_<ei;jXess on -Prase tyie ses.

'
-I"- -

- f

the games

-- . 'Atter es-

IS

skit
--...- ....._ .

r1`- /
- .- :2,-. TI &s _j;,is.`tibieli on/Y.:IA-Block I.- App-ropriaii .Ertietice Exercige'"`;.1,

--.-a-w-... 4.... -1. ,...,-- -.:-: .. - ,
__, : ' . ..I, , _ .. - ..... . .....

acti...v.ititeuIlive ben ,provided. in Units- 17.5 of Block 1 for use in supt:sle-
r Al l'.,.-

se: - - - . --- .- , i
..

mentary igastiutiori: 4 re;otarnendation will be miade that all pupils 4...
...

.
, ,,,
,,..

: --i. t-making more than a single error on the Criterion Exercises-be, given

supplementary Practice /Xerci-se instruction.

Stortbook Words

-+. t

t

,-,-.-

There are two categories of *Storybook Words beginning with Unit-2 ---:
.,

-
,i,

of Block 1. It is reco ride'd that pupil's making more than a singe_ "..

.

error be provided with approp#ate Practice Exercise instruction.

the rase_o-f-NeT./-S't--O-rybook *Worcis athe current Practibe Exercise will
s :. administered. In the caiie."of Review Storybobk Words, the Practibe

"-Extnrcise from the preceding unit will-be administered.---.
. '",!.._ , , ... -..k. i

-1`11cv Letter Sounds and Blending.
-- a.. - v .

;.t__

IftJs recommended that paiiils making more than a s.i
)

figle error t P"' ?

-,-.--: '4 , ,
s-

--\'' \ 0 t

. . t . , . \
,

1 on this se Lion of the Criterioli Exercise be'provided appropriate ) ;
t. - .

kiactice Exerc se instructi.on. -,
:

Senterit, Comprehehlipn
% .

In

be "-..

t,' r

1
4 .,

'
1

"

'1\ '.

: *If

< ,.It.---ise6ournetided-thaelpupils making more

I
:

/
5

....,.
. i :- -

4* I:

1.

thin one -erto-r on_
.

' a-

, I ;)
, ; ; el.

4:-
I # 17 I
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/the Sentence Comprehension

addit iopaIr

In the

1

par ticula

to re -e

/ 1 - 1

..s .. 7 t.,;,,-it - ..

14 ,---r"

section of the Criterion. ExiirtiS be assigned

ding or comprehension - exercises described by Scott (19721)

.
---._ ,. :, , ,,-

event that f roups of=:pupiks encounter ,difg"icUl Aift.Ties AnY

Sec4opS) of the Criterioa ExercfSeS, lea heXt
,

?
the their, instructional proCeduris' and. pacing p

t //

411 he; osised

4(cticeS. and

'tdcake ri;j7:1)riat'ad.Wirients.

';''''tg'.1-7-rFNGTH AND RELIABILITY
, .

I

_

The maximum beh.O.a.f../4 CriteriOn Exercise forj Block 1 is constrained

by the die Of thg sttidents inexiArience With bests, For
. .

.
.

, , .

. subsequent ..._b_19.cke;_tt. cs"te:afrvible to lengthen the ltest. Since the content
-7; -. -,,, J....---_-..-..., -%, .' .

..1.

:,

domain- spanned _by a.uratc.t471='iFere4:4e fdr. each succeeding block, more
.......

_ -
,..-- _ -- ,

ii

-,. . ,;

items-per-outcome are4needed to adequati.jepfesent .each 'fitJective.

;''' i .

..,.
. . .

,.

Increasing the test: ,qngth as studenti pragie-47p through the; pogram

'1't . I- -'
. . 4.

i':'
I ,0

..- alsO-makes it feasible to employ a un4Oim_11.isipil rule far 'Arescribing
. '11.

4;

remed ia 1- in s t ruc tion (e. g. more- than one eritif:=A;n an outcome) and .. `N
s :

i': 1
-,,-,.

linviltarteously nigi e ,the criterion level more str!ingent. : -2: -
It..

.
*.'

7
.

% .
.

. .

; -

-... The use of foul option items and a facet '.sign is expeeed*4
't: / ,:,. , -.' .' ..

in_crease the relia4lity of each outcome scorti,i343 compared to 'a sir:r
,,

..-
,

, .. e l

% 1
4 s _

length selected response test used in the BRP or_,Learning M
i

fastety , \ ...

I,

, pragram. The_esZaldation: of the 1972 Tryout of the..SWRL Reading'''. Ogihin t..:

..-- i,

_should 1.ncliide -Assessment of the reliability of outcome scores. 0 %t
v.

, .

outcome
.\.\ . k-.......

- tl! P TORMAT CONSIDERATIONS
,\

,..

\
%'..

..,

Severai formats4alie been explored in the development' of the,

...1

i i i;
S P P

N
1

..A
,

1
pkotOtype,alitOrion 'X'grise., A sample (Block 2, liklt 1) of \the *,\ ,

- .

v \

: 1 ,.., -
-i 4:'./ .1 , \ ;

-; ' ,;4'
vv.,

io
4.,

%, I l , . 1 \.'0 ,

r% \
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*
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.
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1.

recommended format is provided in

Iproposed format are:

15

the Append-

the:cOnte9t of7each-Alnit Crit9
co-fits-1114 on..

8-Llt--x.--Ilt!..91__Iee-t-7;

2. Locator9t._in the form of-f9mil-lAr:st

help to insuee-INEt-pupils are resp

appropriate item.

Some advantages of the

n Exeicige in:
'aides of an

book animals
ding- to the

3% The liatahg_squaves_provide a simple:Means
ing zisponses. Circling the-correct.answer

ildren of th is

of record -

was

I considered to he more difficult for
age level.

4., Each-item is located by n
bowled in a rectangular form.

5. The format can be scored easily.

nd discretely

ADMINISTRATION PROCED

General administration procedures are de4cribed on the Criteriop

Exercise Guide (See Appendix). Additionally, each unit Criterion

EXercise is accompanied by a Criterion Exerc4e Directions and Answe
.

Sheet (See Appendix). Explicit direCtions for administering each s ction

of the Criterion Exercise are provided for the teacher. Th9 facet

design employed in the selection of distractors for all word items on

the Criterion Exercises creates items having high7similarity e

/

1,

stimulus and distractors. In order to help guard :against the, on oundii";

effects which may be caused by poor transmission and/or r9oe1tio of the;

verbal stimul words are presented' first in iSOleliipn and then,

in sentence con ext. This problem is particularly ac4te:in the etter

Sounds and Blending
,

and distractors are

section of the Criterion Exercisiss,Since th//.
novel words having high verbal, a d

11

stimuli

ilarities.
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CRITERION EXERCISE GUIDE

SWRL READING PROGRAM

BLOCK 2

The ptocedures below are for use with the Criterion Exercises, which are

to be.adininistered at the end of eath unit of instruction.

Administering

,. Arrange seating so that children cannot see each other's

answers.

Be sure each child's name is on the test sheet.

. Administer the criterion exercise according to the directions
provided for each section on the Criterion Exercise Direction

and Answer Sheet for the unit.

. If a child wishes to change an, answer, have him Carefully

erase or circle the rejected answer.

Scoring

,,iltems marked incorrectly, not marked, or marked more than

once should be considered errors.

Recording
)

Total the number of correct responses.on each part of thb

Criterion Exercise for each child and record his scores in the
appropriate row and column on the Criterion EXercise ClOss

Record Sheet:

Supplementary Instruction

. It is recommended that appropriate supplementary instruction
be provided pupilswho make more than a single error on any
section(s) of the Criterion Exercise.

Section.

Letter Names

Storybook Words (New)

Storybook Words (Review)

tette Sounds and Blending

Sentence ComprehensiOn,

Procedure

Letter Name section of the current unit
Practice Eiercise
Storybook Words section of the current unit

Practice Exercise
Storybook Words section of the preceding unit
Practice Exercise
Letter Sounds and Blending sec tion of the

current unit Practice Exercise
No new materials are provided. However,

teachers are adVised to repeat vocabulary
and comprehension activities accompanying
the Program.

4.
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CRITERION EXERCISE DIRECTIONS AND ANSWER SHEET

SWP.L READING PROGRAM

Block 2, Unit 1

-STORYBOOK WORDS AND LETTER SOUNDS AND BLENDING:

Directions: Read each number, word, and accompanying:
sentence. Direc /the pupils to mark the box next'

to the'correct rd. (e.g., say, "N um el? 1, mark

mutt You mu go with Ann.")

STORYBOOK WORDS (NEW)

1. must
2. am

e

3. is
4. help
5. mud
6. him

You must go with Ann.
I am on the log,.
Where is Pat?
Help us with the drum,
We will land in the mud.,
LiZ runs to him.

STORYBOOK" WORDS (REVIEW

1. and Tut and LiZ play.
2. did Did Ann go in there?
3, tent I will play in the tent.
q. let Let us in:
5. land W/ZZ we Zand on the Zog;
6. I will go 722. there.

LETTER SOUNDS AND BLENDING:

1. ram See the ram.
2. mill Where is the mill?
Z. 'sun We like to play in the sun.
4. drip Don't drip the paint on the floor.
5. hat Mother bought.a new hat.
6. trim

.
Help me trim ..the bushes,

SENTENCE COMPREHENSION:

Directions: Say to the pupils, "Read each incomplete
,sentence and mark-El the box next to the bord that
fits in the blank." Provide any words which the plpils
cannot read. .

Answers:

1.- trip.
2'. is

3. him
4. help



Name

rybook,WOrds (New)

4))

/
P,

,CRITERION iXEgCISES-,
Block Unit 1

SWRL Reading Program
' o

1

S must
O men

O putt--
d

O ban
O , him

'0 drum
am

3

US.

din

is.

iad

4

0 den
tE) help
0 here
0 hill

lords (Review

5

must

O Bud
f

tj men
g mud

'6

tr p
Ertl im

O d:rum

.

I
P

IP

' 4 4

I
1/4..

1 ii
r 111111.

1

v...1 and

-Ned

band

- am

.

2
1

b dad

= i'

O Tut
.,

a den

i:

.

.

.

2\

- al ,den

Ei did, El tent
-Te'd

6

El up

0 sap

ill b id`'

_ 4

0 led
21 let
0 net
b lip'

,.

5

-0 band

laid
Ej let

J ,

21) land

.

a us
, ,

0.but,

Q)



Letter Sounds And.B1rnding!

lot 1

D rim
ram

ham
.0 rat

2

0dr ill
fr:1 melt.

0 miss.
fi

'El mills

3

El sun
sup

O sand

p,un

4

El drill
-.nip

121 drip

1ff slap-

5

0:hut
hat

Ej` ham

0 'rat

trill
tramp

0017
-2] tr im

Senence Comprehension:

We must go

trip
on a

band IIslip

. There.

are

mud on the tent.
dad is

Help up. the

we him On
must

Snap will
11,1

womailIN.

you' with-the log.

go help


